Cloud Adoption Integration Hub Success Pack

Benefits
- Get expert 1-on-1 guidance
- Apply best practices while working on your implementation
- Kick start the development cycle from the get-go
- Shorten your enablement lifecycle using our “Do it with me” approach

Our Cloud Adoption Integration Hub Success Pack provides a fixed scope of work for a fixed price and within fixed time lines. Informatica reviews the customer requirements and confirms in advance that the Cloud Adoption customer success service offering will meet those requirements and we provide a Level of Effort (LOE) document.

The Cloud Adoption Integration Hub success pack assists Customers to accelerate their deployment by providing fully configured end-to-end Pub/Sub capability in their cloud environment. This includes:
- Use-case review
- Setup/Configuration of Cloud Organizations
- Successful configuration one Publication and two Subscription between applications (connections)
- Configuration for (1) compound object sync based on requirements
ABOUT INFORMATICA

Digital transformation is changing our world. As the leader in enterprise cloud data management, we're prepared to help you intelligently lead the way. To provide you with the foresight to become more agile, realize new growth opportunities or even invent new things. We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your next intelligent disruption. Not just once, but again and again.

• Successful build/execution of one data integration tasks/ mappings for each Publication and/or Subscription, and if applicable:
  • Setup Private Publication repository
  • Publish Data using ReST API

Deliverables

• Architecture review and configuration planning
• Successful configuration of one Publication and Subscription flow
• Successful build of one object synch between CIH application/endpoints (task/mapping)
• Scheduling, Monitoring, Entity Migration
• Knowledge transfer
• Environment assessment

LEARN MORE

Do It Right the First Time

Contact Informatica Professional Services at ips@informatica.com